
“I’m in the Band!” 
Wangaratta Jazz and Blues Festival 2016 

Community Engagement project 

Aim: To learn about Jazz/Blues music by creating a fun drawing of a 

Jazz/Blues musician inside an A3 sized frame; simply by beginning with a 

photo head shot. These drawings are planned to be shared in the 

Wangaratta CBD as part a large community display prior to and on the 

Festival weekend.  

Where do I start? 

1. Simply download the “I’m in the Band!” frame from the Jazz/Blues festival 

website (www.wangarattajazz.com) and then print on A3 paper in colour, or 

print on A4 and then photocopy to enlarged A3 (but take care not to lose 

colour in the process.) 

 

2. Have a head shot photo taken of yourself. It can be front on view or side on. 

You might like to make a “musical performers face”. What size to print the 

photos? Ensure it is a bit larger than passport size. About 1/8 of A4 or 8 

photos to a page, in colour of course (# Hint: if in doubt go a bit bigger). 

 

3. Cut out your head photo carefully leaving your neck attached and hair 

untouched. Then you’re ready to glue your head near the inside top of your 

frame (# Hint: glue head with PLENTY of glue stick, after completing 

drawing.) 

 

4. Do you play an instrument? Is there an instrument you would like to play? 

Think about your body position playing this instrument....it could be human 

voice!  

(#Hint: Pretend you are playing that instrument... Ask someone to model 

playing for you.... Check out photos of musicians on CDs or even your 

grandparents record covers! LP photos are nice and big...or simply search the 

internet for good images of Jazz/Blues artists). 

 

5. On scrap paper draw some rectangles and inside them do some quick 

sketches. Don`t worry about rubbing out! Use grey lead pencil lightly. Then 

re draw your best sketch inside the frame placing your photo near the top. 

http://www.wangarattajazz.com/


Add the rest of your body and your chosen instrument. Draw lightly so it`s 

easy to rub out or draw over. Some people make their body, arms and legs too 

short. (#Hint...Try and make your musician touch close to three sides of the 

frame so the figure is not too small. Does your musician look like they are 

moving and enjoying themselves? If not... bend your musician more at the 

joints, think of back, elbows, knees, wrists and ankles. Perhaps show 

someone else your drawing and ask what they think.) 

 

6. If you are happy with the outline of your Jazz/Blues performer give it lots of 

colour/pattern with texta or coloured pencil. Again, look at photos of 

Jazz/Blues performers and their stage outfits. An outline of black in fine pen 

or pencil will add to effect. USE STRONG COLOURS! 

 

7. Back ground. Keep it simple. Choose one primary colour in food dye or wash 

to paint all of the remaining back ground. (# Hint. Only use small amounts on 

your brush as photocopy paper will buckle if too much is used).  

 

8. Finally, choose a stage name for your musician. For example, many jazz and 

blues artists have special names. Here are some...Jazz examples—saxophonist 

Julian “Cannonball” Adderley, trumpeter “Dizzy” Gillespie, or maybe one of 

the most famous of jazz musicians “Duke” Ellington. Blues examples are: 

singer “Big Mama” Thornton, singer and guitarist “Leadbelly” or 

singer/pianist Willie “Pinetop” Perkins. Be outrageous and make up your 

own musical stage name and, in your best writing write it in the rectangle at 

the bottom part of the frame.  

9. Welcome…YOU ARE  IN THE BAND! 

 

 

 


